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Six years ago, two of us developed the superspace approach to off-shell N = 1 supergravity-
matter couplings in five dimensions (5D) [1–3].1 As concerns the Weyl multiplet of 5D con-
formal supergravity, its formulation given in [3] may be simply thought of as an alternative
realization of the one discovered a few years earlier within the component superconformal
tensor calculus [7–12].2 However, the real power of the superspace approach of [1–3] is
that it offers a generating formalism to realize the most general locally supersymmetric
σ-model couplings and hence, in principle, to construct new quaternionic Ka¨hler metrics.
This is achieved by making use of the concept of covariant projective supermultiplets [1–3].
These supermultiplets are a curved-superspace extension of the so-called superconformal
projective multiplets [15], which in the 4D N = 2 super-Poincare´ case reduce to the off-
shell projective multiplets pioneered by Lindstro¨m and Rocˇek [16, 17]. Among the most
interesting covariant projective supermultiplets are polar ones that have infinitely many
auxiliary fields. Such off-shell supermultiplets are practically impossible to engineer or to
deal with in the framework of superconformal tensor calculus. This is why they had never
appeared within the component settings of [4–12], which deal only with hypermultiplets
either with a gauged central charge [4–9] or that are on-shell [10–12].
The superspace formulation developed in [1–3] provides a universal setting to generate
off-shell supersymmetric field theories on curved backgrounds. For instance, the general 5D
N = 1 rigid supersymmetric theories in AdS5, which were constructed in [18], can easily be
read off from the supergravity-matter systems proposed in [1–3] by properly freezing the
supergravity fields. Of course, the problem of constructing supersymmetric field theories on
a given spacetime is well formulated only if this manifold is a supersymmetric background,
i.e. it admits rigid supersymmetries. Thus one is naturally led to the more general problem
of looking for those curved superspaces that possess (conformal) isometries. In the case of
4D N = 1 old minimal supergravity, the latter problem was addressed in [19] almost twenty
years ago. The approach presented in [19] is universal, for in principle it may be generalized
to supersymmetric backgrounds associated with any supergravity theory formulated in
superspace. In particular, it has already been used to construct rigid supersymmetric
field theories in 5D N = 1 [18], 4D N = 2 [20–23] and 3D (p, q) anti-de Sitter [24–26]
superspaces.
Recently, a number of publications have appeared devoted to the construction of su-
persymmetric backgrounds associated with off-shell supergravity theories in diverse di-
mensions, see [27–44] and references therein. Inspired by [27], these works used component
field considerations. In the case of 4D N = 1 supergravity, it was shown [45] how to derive
1In five dimensions, different authors use different notations, N = 1 or N = 2, for supersymmetric
theories with eight supercharges. The notation N = 1 is used, e.g., in refs. [1–3]. The rationale for its use is
that the case of eight supercharges corresponds to simple supersymmetry. The alternative notation N = 2
is used, e.g., in [4–12]. The reason for this choice is that dimensional reduction of five-dimensional theories
with eight supercharges leads to N = 2 theories in four dimensions.
2The minimal multiplet of 5D N = 1 supergravity was originally sketched, within a superspace setting,
by Howe in 1981 [13] (using the supercurrent multiplet constructed in [14]) and fully elaborated in [1, 2].

















the key component results of, e.g., [27, 34] from the more general superspace construc-
tion of [19]. Recently, the formalism of [45] was extended to construct supersymmetric
backgrounds [46] associated with all known off-shell formulations for 3D N = 2 super-
gravity [24, 47]. The results obtained are in agreement with the component considerations
of [38, 39, 43]. In the present paper, we apply the ideas and techniques developed in [45, 46]
to construct supersymmetric backgrounds associated with 5D N = 1 supergravity.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a brief review of the superspace
formulation for 5D conformal supergravity [3]. In section 3 we study (conformal) isometries
of a background superspace. In section 4 we study bosonic backgrounds that possess at
least one (conformal) Killing spinor. Maximally supersymmetric backgrounds are described
in section 5. Sections 6 and 7 are concerned with additional restrictions on the background
geometry, which arise when a single conformal compensator, a vector multiplet or an O(2)
multiplet, is turned on. Section 8 is devoted to supersymmetric backgrounds in off-shell
supergravity. Supersymmetric solutions in Poincare´ and anti-de Sitter supergravity theories
are studied in section 9. Finally, concluding comments are given in section 10.
The main body of the paper is accompanied by two technical appendices. In ap-
pendix A we recall how the problem of computing the (conformal) isometries of a curved
spacetime is addressed within the Weyl-invariant formulation for gravity. In appendix B
we discuss the properties of bilinears constructed from a conformal Killing spinor.
2 The Weyl multiplet in superspace
In this section we briefly review the superspace description [3] of the Weyl multiplet of 5D
conformal supergravity. Our notation and conventions follow those introduced in [48] (see
also the appendix of [2]).
Let zMˆ = (xmˆ, θµˆi ) be local bosonic (x) and fermionic (θ) coordinates parametrizing a
curved five-dimensional superspaceM5|8, where mˆ = 0, 1, · · · , 4, µˆ = 1, · · · , 4, and i = 1, 2.
The Grassmann variables θµˆi are assumed to obey the standard pseudo-Majorana reality
condition (θµˆi )
∗ = θiµˆ = εµˆνˆ ε
ij θνˆj . The tangent-space group is chosen to be SO(4, 1)×SU(2)
and the superspace covariant derivatives DAˆ = (Daˆ,D
i
αˆ) have the form
DAˆ = EAˆ +ΩAˆ +ΦAˆ . (2.1)
Here EAˆ = EAˆ







βˆγˆ Mβˆγˆ , Maˆbˆ = −Mbˆaˆ , Mαˆβˆ =Mβˆαˆ (2.2)




Jkl , Jkl = Jlk (2.3)
is the SU(2) connection. The Lorentz generators with vector indices (Maˆbˆ) and spinor
indices (Mαˆβˆ) are related to each other by the rule: Maˆbˆ = (Σaˆbˆ)





















αˆ , [Mαˆβˆ ,D
k
γˆ ] = εγˆ(αˆD
k
βˆ)
, [Maˆbˆ,Dcˆ] = 2ηcˆ[aˆDbˆ] , (2.4)
where Jkl = εkiεljJij .
The supergravity gauge group is generated by local transformations of the form






with all the gauge parameters obeying natural reality conditions but are otherwise arbitrary.
Given a tensor superfield U(z) (with its indices suppressed), its transformation law under
the supergravity gauge group is
δKU = KU . (2.6)










Cˆ is the torsion, and RAˆBˆ
cˆdˆ and RAˆBˆ
kl are the SO(4,1) and SU(2) curvature
tensors, respectively.
To describe conformal supergravity, the covariant derivatives have to obey certain
constraints [3]. Upon solving the Bianchi identities for the constraints imposed, it can be



































































































The algebra of covariant derivatives is given in terms of dimension-1 tensor superfields, Sij ,
Xaˆbˆ, Naˆbˆ and Caˆ
ij , and their covariant derivatives. They possess the symmetry properties:
Sij = Sji , Xaˆbˆ = −Xbˆaˆ , Naˆbˆ = −Nbˆaˆ , Caˆ
ij = Caˆ
ji . (2.9)

















Their reality properties are
Sij = Sij , Xaˆbˆ = Xaˆbˆ , Naˆbˆ = Naˆbˆ , Caˆ
ij = Caˆij . (2.10)
The torsion superfields (2.9) enjoy some additional differential constraints that follow from











































ijk = 0 , (2.11b)





















































The above superspace geometry describes conformal supergravity due to the fact that
the algebra of covariant derivatives is invariant under infinitesimal super-Weyl transforma-
























provided the components of the torsion transform as follows:
δσS




























with the parameter σ(z) being an arbitrary real scalar superfield.4 It follows that the tensor




4The finite form for the super-Weyl transformations is given in [49]. As compared with [3, 49], we have




















δσWaˆbˆ = σWaˆbˆ , (2.17)
and hence is a superspace generalization of the Weyl tensor.
In complete analogy with N = 2 supergravity in four dimensions (see, e.g., [50] for
a review), 5D N = 1 Poincare´ or anti-de Sitter supergravity theories are obtained by
coupling the Weyl multiplet with two off-shell conformal compensators, one of which is
(almost) invariably a vector multiplet. Conceptually, this approach is a natural extension
of the Weyl-invariant formulation for gravity reviewed in appendix A.
3 (Conformal) isometries
Consider some background superspaceM5|8 such that its geometry is of the type described
in the previous section. In order to formulate rigid superconformal or rigid supersymmetric
field theories on M5|8, one has to determine all (conformal) isometries of this superspace.
This can be done similarly to the case of 4D N = 1 supergravity described in detail in [19]
and elaborated in [45]. A similar analysis in the case of 3D N = 2 supergravity has recently
been carried out in [46].
3.1 Conformal isometries





αˆ be a real supervector field on M
5|8. It is called confor-
mal Killing if one can associate with ξ a supergravity gauge transformation (2.5) and an
infinitesimal super-Weyl transformation (2.14) such that their combined action
δ := δK + δσ (3.1)
does not change the covariant derivatives,
δDAˆ = 0 . (3.2)
These conditions, which appeared for the first time in [3], clearly imply that all the torsion
and curvature tensors are invariant under the transformation δ. One may see that it





























































βˆγˆ and Jjk. Requiring δD
i

















the explicit form of the torsion, the equations associated with the operators Dj
βˆ
and Dbˆ in































After introducing ξαˆβˆ = (Γ











The relations (3.4) imply that the parameters ξαˆi , Kαˆβˆ , K
ij and σ are uniquely expressed





































Since all the parameters in K and the super-Weyl parameter σ are functions of ξ, we may
use the notation K = K[ξ] and σ = σ[ξ]. It is important to note that equation (3.4b)



























ξbˆ = 0 . (3.7)
This equation means that the gamma-traceless component of the spinor-vector Diαˆξbˆ is
















If eq. (3.7) holds and the conditions (3.6) are adopted, it can be proved that equa-
tion (3.2) is identically satisfied. Therefore, (3.7) is the fundamental equation containing
all the information about the conformal Killing supervector fields. This means that the
conformal Killing supervector field can alternatively be defined as a real supervector field,
ξ = ξAˆEAˆ , ξ


























If ξ1 and ξ2 are two conformal Killing supervector fields, their Lie bracket [ξ1, ξ2] is a
conformal Killing supervector field. It is obvious that for any real c-numbers r1 and r2,
the linear combination r1ξ1 + r2ξ2 is a conformal Killing supervector field. Thus the set
of all conformal Killing supervector fields is a super Lie algebra. The conformal Killing
supervector fields of M5|8 generate symmetries of a superconformal field theory on this
superspace.
We have not yet analysed the equations associated with the generators M βˆγˆ and Jjk













αˆ σ . (3.11b)
The relations (3.4) tell us that any spinor covariant derivative of ξBˆ can be represented as
a linear combination of the parameters Υ = (ξBˆ,K βˆγˆ ,Kjk, σ). The relations (3.11) also
tell us that DiαˆΥ can be represented as a linear combination of Υ and D
k
γˆσ. It turns out
that DaˆΥ may be represented as a linear combination of Υ and DCˆσ. To prove this claim,
let us look at the conditions of invariance of the dimension-1 torsion superfields, δSij = 0,
δCijaˆ = 0, δX
aˆbˆ = 0 and δN aˆbˆ = 0. These conditions5 are:
Dαˆ(iD
j)
αˆ σ = 4iξ
CˆDCˆS
ij + 8iK(ikS




















cˆNbˆ]cˆ − 2iσNaˆbˆ . (3.12d)
These identities tell us that two spinor derivatives of σ may be represented as a linear
combination of Υ and DCˆσ. This confirms the above claim. Furthermore, it is not hard to
deduce from the above identities that DiαˆDBˆσ may be represented as a linear combination
of Υ and DCˆσ. As a result, applying any number of covariant derivatives to Υ gives a linear
combination of Υ and DCˆσ. We conclude that the super Lie algebra of the conformal Killing
vector fields on M5|8 is finite dimensional. The number of its even and odd generators
cannot exceed those in the 5D superconformal algebra f(4).
To study supersymmetry transformations at the component level, it is useful to spell
out one of the implications of (3.2) with Aˆ = aˆ. Specifically, we consider the equation
δDaˆ = 0 and read off the part proportional to a linear combination of the spinor covariant





























5The conditions (3.12) are not new constraints. They are satisfied identically provided eq. (3.2) holds.
We should point out that eqs. (3.12c) and (3.12d) imply the invariance condition of the super-Weyl tensor,
which is ξCˆDCˆWaˆbˆ − 2K[aˆ

















It should be mentioned that (3.13) is not a new constraint. It is satisfied identically
provided the spinor condition δDiαˆ = 0 holds.
3.2 Conformally related superspaces
A superspace M˜5|8 is said to be conformally related to M5|8 if the covariant derivatives
D˜Aˆ of M˜











































for some super-Weyl parameter ρ. The two superspaces M˜5|8 and M5|8 prove to have the
same conformal Killing supervector fields. Given such a vector field ξ = ξAˆEAˆ = ξ˜
AˆE˜Aˆ, it
may be shown that




kl[ξ˜]Jkl = K[ξ] , (3.15a)
σ[ξ˜] = σ[ξ]− ξρ . (3.15b)
This is similar to the 4D and 3D analyses in [45] and [46], respectively.
3.3 Isometries
In order to describe N = 1 Poincare´ or anti-de Sitter supergravity theories, the Weyl
multiplet has to be coupled with two off-shell conformal compensators that will be sym-
bolically denoted Ξ. In general, both compensators are Lorentz scalars and have non-zero
super-Weyl weights wΞ 6= 0,
δσΞ = wΞσΞ . (3.16)
They may transform in nontrivial representations of the SU(2) group, which we do not
specify at the moment. The compensators are required to be nowhere vanishing in the
sense that the SU(2) scalars |Ξ|2 should be strictly positive. Different off-shell supergravity
theories correspond to different choices of Ξ.
The off-shell supergravity multiplet is completely described in terms of the following
data: (i) the superspace geometry described in section 2; and (ii) the conformal compen-
sators Ξ. Given a supergravity background, its isometries should preserve both of these
inputs. This leads us to the concept of Killing supervector fields.
A conformal Killing supervector field ξ = ξAˆEAˆ on M





























Here the parameters K bˆcˆ[ξ], Kkl[ξ] and σ[ξ] are defined as in (3.6). The set of all Killing
supervector fields on M5|8 is a super Lie algebra. The Killing supervector fields of M5|8
generate the spacetime (super)symmetries of all rigid supersymmetric field theories on this
superspace.
The Killing equations (3.17) are super-Weyl invariant in the following sense. Consider
a supergravity background (D˜Aˆ, Ξ˜) that is conformal to (DAˆ,Ξ), where D˜Aˆ is related to
DAˆ according to (3.14) and Ξ˜ is
Ξ˜ = ewΞσΞ . (3.18)
Then the equations (3.17) have the same form once rewritten in terms of (D˜Aˆ, Ξ˜).
Using the compensators Ξ we can always construct a Lorentz and SU(2) scalar super-
field Φ = Φ(Ξ), which is an algebraic function of Ξ, nowhere vanishing, and has a nonzero
super-Weyl weight wΦ,
δσΦ = wΦσΦ . (3.19)
We have shown that the Killing equations (3.17) are super-Weyl invariant. Super-Weyl
invariance may be used to impose the gauge
Φ = 1 . (3.20)




Φ = 0 , (3.21)
which follows from the Killing equations (3.17b), becomes
σ[ξ] = 0 . (3.22)
The above consideration is analogous to that given in appendix A for the (conformal)
isometries of a curved spacetime. The only difference is that a single scalar compensator is
used in the case of gravity, while two compensators are needed in order to realize Poincare´
or anti-de Sitter supergravities.
4 Supersymmetric backgrounds: general formalism
Our analysis will be restricted to curved backgrounds without covariant fermionic fields —
that is,
DiαˆS
kl| = 0 , DiαˆCaˆ
kl| = 0 , DiαˆXaˆbˆ| = 0 , D
i
αˆNaˆbˆ| = 0 . (4.1)
Here the bar-projection is defined as usual:




















for any superfield U(z) = U(x, θ). The bar-projection of the superspace covariant deriva-
tives is defined similarly:
DAˆ| = EAˆ





kl| Jkl . (4.3)
The coordinates xmˆ parametrize a curved spacetime M5, the bosonic body of the super-
space M5|8.
The conditions (4.1) mean that the gravitini can completely be gauged away such that
the projection of the vector covariant derivatives is
Daˆ| = Daˆ ⇐⇒ ψmˆ
αˆ
i = 0 , (4.4)
where





klJkl, eaˆ := eaˆ
mˆ∂mˆ (4.5)
is a spacetime covariant derivative with Lorentz and SU(2) connections. In what follows, we
always assume that the gravitini have been gauged away. The bosonic covariant derivatives







where the spacetime curvature tensor Raˆbˆ
cˆdˆ and the SU(2) field strength Raˆbˆ
kl are related






We introduce tensor fields associated with the superspace dimension-1 torsion tensors:
skl := Skl| , caˆ
kl := Caˆ
kl| , xaˆbˆ := Xaˆbˆ| , naˆbˆ := Naˆbˆ| . (4.8)




(2xaˆbˆ − naˆbˆ) . (4.9)
4.1 Conformal Killing spinors
In this subsection we wish to look for those curved superspace backgrounds which admit
at least one conformal supersymmetry. Such a superspace possesses a conformal Killing
supervector field ξAˆ with the property
ξaˆ| = 0 , ǫαˆi := ξ
αˆ
i | 6= 0 . (4.10)
All other bosonic parameters will also be assumed to vanish, K aˆbˆ| = 0, Kij | = 0 and
σ| = 0. The spinor parameter ǫαˆi generates a Q-supersymmetry transformation, while the
















































































This equation may be rewritten in a simpler form if we introduce covariant derivatives with
torsion,








bˆcˆM dˆeˆ . (4.15)








This is a generalization of the 5D equation for twistor spinors (see, e.g., [40, 41]), which
makes use of the torsion-free covariant derivative ∇aˆ (the Levi-Civita` connection) in-
stead of Dˆaˆ.
An important property of twistor spinors is that they ‘square’ to Killing vector
fields [40, 41]. This property remains valid in our case. Associated with a non-zero com-














The torsion tensor does not contribute to this relation. It is a short calculation to check that
V aˆVaˆ = −F






Since F is real, V aˆ is time-like or null. In the spirit of [51], one can construct different
bilinears from a commuting conformal Killing spinor. These bilinears and their properties
are given in appendix B.
By construction, we have the identities
δ(DiαˆS
kl) = 0 , δ(DiαˆCaˆ
kl) = 0 , δ(DiαˆXaˆbˆ) = 0 , δ(D
i
αˆNaˆbˆ) = 0 , (4.20)
6In what follows, we will sometimes avoid writing spinor indices explicitly. In particular, we will denote



















which imply that the conditions (4.1) are superconformal. Evaluating explicitly the















































































































]Naˆbˆ| − 2 ε














These identities become especially useful for those supersymmetric backgrounds which
correspond to Poincare´ or anti-de Sitter supergravities.
4.2 Killing spinors
In the case of Poincare´ or anti-de Sitter supergravities, the equations given in the previous
subsection have to be supplemented by the additional condition
σ[ξ] = 0 =⇒ ηi = 0 , (4.22)
in accordance with eq. (3.22). Let us remind the reader that we are not yet specifying
any particular compensators. However, we are assuming that some compensator has been
chosen and the gauge condition (3.20) has been imposed.







































Its solutions will be called Killing spinors. As demonstrated earlier, associated with a com-
muting conformal Killing spinor ǫk is the conformal Killing vector Vaˆ defined by eq. (4.17).
In the case that ǫk is a Killing spinor field, it is simple to prove that DaˆV
aˆ = 0 and hence
D(aˆVbˆ) = 0 . (4.24)
Thus Vaˆ is a Killing vector field.
5 Supersymmetric backgrounds: eight supercharges
The existence of rigid supersymmetries imposes non-trivial restrictions on the background
fields in off-shell Poincare´ or anti-de Sitter supergravities. For simplicity, here we restrict
our analysis to the case of eight supercharges and derive constraints on the geometry.








kl| = 0 , [Diαˆ,D
j
βˆ





]Naˆbˆ| = 0 . (5.1)
The meaning of these conditions is that all dimension-2 auxiliary fields, which belong to
the supergravity multiplet, vanish. Information about the background geometry is encoded
in the background dimension-1 fields sij , cijaˆ , xaˆbˆ and naˆbˆ. The same equations (4.21) also
lead to a set of conditions on these tensors. Below we describe the various cases by the






The relations (5.1) are in fact corollaries of more general results that follow from
the following observation. For any background admitting eight supercharges, if there is
a tensor superfield T such that its bar-projection vanishes, T | = 0, and this condition
is supersymmetric, then the entire superfield is zero, T = 0. For all supersymmetric
backgrounds, the conditions (4.1) hold. Therefore, all backgrounds with eight supercharges
should fulfil the superfield conditions
DiαˆS
kl = 0 , DiαˆCaˆ
kl = 0 , DiαˆXaˆbˆ = 0 , D
i
αˆNaˆbˆ = 0 . (5.2)
The relations (5.1) obviously follow from these conditions.
5.1 The case s 6= 0
When s 6= 0, it can be shown that eqs. (4.21) imply the conditions:
Daˆs
ij = 0 =⇒ s = const , (5.3a)
caˆ
ij = 0 , xaˆbˆ = 0 , naˆbˆ = 0 . (5.3b)












































kl = 0 . (5.6b)
Hence in this case the supersymmetric background is necessarily 5D anti-de Sitter space,
AdS5. It follows from (5.3b) that three dimension-1 superfield torsion tensors vanish,
Caˆ
ij = 0 , Xaˆbˆ = 0 , Naˆbˆ = 0 . (5.7)
The resulting superspace AdS5|8 and rigid supersymmetric field theories in AdS5|8 have
thoroughly been studied in [18, 49].
5.2 The case s = 0 and caˆ
ij 6= 0
If s = 0 and caˆ
ij 6= 0, the relations (4.21) imply that some of the background fields vanish,
sij = 0 , xaˆbˆ = 0 , naˆbˆ = 0 , (5.8)
as well as the following constraints on caˆ
ij
Daˆcbˆ
ij = 0 , caˆ
(i
kcbˆ
j)k = 0 . (5.9)
These constraints tell us that caˆ
ij is a composite object being the product of a real 5-vector
caˆ and a real isovector c




By rescaling caˆ and c
ij we can always make the choice
cijcij = 2 . (5.11)
Then it follows from Daˆcbˆ
ij = 0 that caˆ and c
ij are covariantly constant,
Daˆc
ij = 0 , Daˆcbˆ = 0 . (5.12)
The 5-vector caˆ may be time-like, space-like or null. Since it is covariantly constant, the
Lorentz curvature tensor is constrained by
Raˆbˆcˆdˆ c
dˆ = 0 . (5.13)







7Note that here we compute the component curvature tensors by using the Killing spinor equation (5.4).

























































kl = 0 . (5.16b)








, R = −3ceˆceˆ . (5.17)
As concerns the Weyl tensor










it is identically zero for the above background,
Caˆbˆcˆdˆ = 0 . (5.19)
The above supersymmetric backgrounds are generalizations of those found by Festuccia
and Seiberg [27] in the case of the old minimal formulation for 4D N = 1 supergravity.
The existence of a covariantly constant vector field caˆ means that spacetime is decom-
posable in the non-null case (see, e.g., [52]). In this case the space is the product of a four-
and a one-dimensional manifold. We can choose a coordinate frame xmˆ = (xm, ζ), where
m = 1, 2, 3, 4, such that the vector field caˆeaˆ is proportional to ∂/∂ζ and the metric reads
ds25 = gmn(x
r)dxmdxn + ε(dζ)2 = ηabe
aeb + ε(dζ)2 , ea := dxmem
a(xn) , (5.20)
where ε = −1 when caˆ is time-like, and ε = +1 when caˆ is space-like. The metric ds24 =
gmn(x
r)dxmdxn corresponds to a four-dimensional submanifold M4 orthogonal to caˆeaˆ.
The identity (5.13) tells us
Raˆbˆcˆ ζ = 0 . (5.21)
Let Rabcd be the curvature of the submanifold M
4. It is clear that
Rabcd = Rabcd . (5.22)




c2ηab , Cabcd = 0 , (5.23)
where c2 = ceˆceˆ. We conclude that M
4 is a four-sphere, S4, when caˆ is time-like. In the

















Finally, if caˆ is null, caˆcaˆ = 0, it is possible to chose a coordinate system in which the
metric reads
ds2 = eu(2du dv + δijdx
idxj) , i, j = 1, 2, 3 , (5.24)
with caˆeaˆ ∝ ∂/∂v. This is a special example of pp-waves, see, e.g., [53].
In conclusion, we present those superspace geometries that generate the supersymmet-
ric backgrounds given. It follows from (5.8) that Sij = 0, Xaˆbˆ = 0 and Naˆbˆ = 0. The
superspace geometry is described by a single covariantly constant tensor Caˆ
ij , DBˆCaˆ
ij = 0.










































Integrability condition for the constraint DiαˆCbˆ




j)k = 0 . (5.26)




ij , CijCij = 2 . (5.27)
The condition that Caˆ







ijCij) = 0 . (5.28)
Thus both tensors Caˆ and C
ij are covariantly constant,
DAˆCbˆ = 0 , DAˆC
ij = 0 . (5.29)
Because the superspace is conformally flat, the isometry superalgebra is a subalgebra of
the 5D superconformal algebra f(4).
5.3 The case s = 0 and caˆ
ij = 0
It remains to consider the case
sij = 0 , caˆ
ij = 0 . (5.30)














dˆeˆnfˆ gˆ , (5.31b)
x[aˆ

















The constraint (5.31c) can be rewritten in a matrix form as follows:
[xˆ, nˆ] = 0 , xˆ := (xaˆ
bˆ) , nˆ := (naˆ
bˆ) . (5.32)
An important consequence of the constraints (5.31a) and (5.31c) is that xaˆbˆ is a closed
two-form,
D[aˆxbˆcˆ] = 0 . (5.33)
It is a consequence of (5.31b) that naˆbˆ is also a closed two-form,
D[aˆnbˆcˆ] = 0 . (5.34)









This relation implies the equation of motion that is derived from a U(1) Chern-Simons
action.















We can now compute [Daˆ,Dbˆ]ǫ






























































kl = 0 . (5.38b)
Actually there is another important constraint on the dimension-1 tensors xaˆbˆ and naˆbˆ.
For the background under consideration, it can be proved that the dimension-2 superspace
Bianchi identities imply the following quadratic equation
x[aˆbˆxcˆ]dˆ = n[aˆbˆncˆ]dˆ ⇐⇒ x[aˆbˆxcˆdˆ] = n[aˆbˆncˆdˆ] . (5.39)
This constraint may be seen to be equivalent to the requirement that the Lorentz curva-
ture (5.38a) satisfies the Bianchi identity R[aˆbˆcˆ]dˆ = 0. With the aid of (5.39) we can rewrite


























































































An important observation is in order. It may be seen that the Weyl tensor (5.42)
vanishes (and the spacetime is conformally flat), Caˆbˆcˆdˆ = 0, under the condition
waˆbˆ :=Waˆbˆ| = 0 ⇐⇒ naˆbˆ = 2xaˆbˆ . (5.43)
Due to (5.39), in this case we should also have the condition x[aˆbˆxcˆdˆ] = 0, which is equivalent
to the fact that xaˆbˆ is a decomposable bivector, xaˆbˆ = u[aˆvbˆ], for some 5-vectors uaˆ and vaˆ.
Then we deduce from (5.31) that the two-form xbˆcˆ is covariantly constant,
Daˆxbˆcˆ = 0 . (5.44)
We now present the superspace geometry that generates the bosonic background de-
scribed. In accordance with (5.30), the dimension-1 torsion tensors Sij and Caˆ
ij vanish.
The superspace geometry is determined by the tensors Xaˆbˆ and Naˆbˆ obeying the differential
constraints
DiαˆXaˆbˆ = 0 , D
i














dˆeˆN fˆ gˆ (5.45c)
and the algebraic ones
X[aˆ
cˆNbˆ]cˆ = 0 , X[aˆbˆXcˆ]dˆ = N[aˆbˆNcˆ]dˆ . (5.45d)





















































































This superspace is conformally flat only if Waˆbˆ = Xaˆbˆ −
1
2Naˆbˆ = 0, and then the bivector
Xaˆbˆ is covariantly constant and decomposable,
Waˆbˆ = 0 =⇒ DAˆXaˆbˆ = 0 , X[aˆbˆXcˆ]dˆ = 0 . (5.47)
6 Vector multiplet compensator
Up to now we have not specified any conformal compensator. Similar to the case of
4D N = 2 supergravity reviewed in [50], two conformal compensators are required in 5D
minimal supergravity. One of them is universally a vector multiplet, while there are several
choices for the second compensator. It may be an O(2) multiplet, or a hypermultiplet, or a
nonlinear multiplet. The dilaton Weyl multiplet automatically includes one compensator,
an on-shell vector multiplet. In the remainder of this paper, we will study the restrictions
on supersymmetric backgrounds which arise when one or two compensators are turned on.
As mentioned above, one of the compensators is invariably an Abelian vector multiplet.
The standard way to formulate it is to use gauge covariant derivatives
DAˆ = DAˆ + iVAˆZ , (6.1)
where Z denotes the U(1) generator and VAˆ is the corresponding connection. In general








klJkl + iFAˆBˆZ , (6.2)
in which the torsion, and the Lorentz and SU(2) curvature tensors are the same as before.
In order to describe the vector multiplet, the U(1) field strength FAˆBˆ is constrained such































The super-Weyl transformation law of the field strength W is
δσW = σW . (6.5)
We require the field strengthW to be nowhere vanishing,W > 0, so that it can be used
as a conformal compensator. Actually, since W is a Lorentz and SU(2) scalar superfield, it
can be identified with the compensating superfield Φ introduced in section 3.3. Choosing
the super-Weyl gauge

















completely fixes the super-Weyl gauge freedom. This gauge choice leads to the following
restrictions on the dimension-1 torsion superfields:
Xaˆbˆ = Faˆbˆ , Caˆ
kl = 0 . (6.7)
The superspace geometry described by the gauge covariant derivatives DAˆ and subject
to the condition (6.6) corresponds to the 5D N = 1 minimal supergravity multiplet. It was
discovered by Howe [13] in 1982 in the superspace setting and then was fully elaborated
in [1, 2]. In the component approach, the minimal multiplet was rediscovered by Zucker
in 1999 [4–6].
6.1 Supersymmetric backgrounds
All information about the supersymmetric backgrounds that correspond to the minimal su-
pergravity multiplet can be extracted from the results in sections 4 and 5. It suffices to take




















where we have denoted faˆbˆ := Faˆbˆ| = xaˆbˆ. By construction, the two-form faˆbˆ is a U(1) field
strength, D[aˆfbˆcˆ] = 0.
All supersymmetric backgrounds with eight supercharges are characterized by the con-
ditions
faˆbˆs
ij = 0 , naˆbˆs
ij = 0 . (6.9)
The background fields obey the following differential and algebraic conditions:
Daˆs














dˆeˆnfˆ gˆ , (6.10c)
f[aˆ
cˆnbˆ]cˆ = 0 , (6.10d)
f[aˆbˆfcˆ]dˆ = n[aˆbˆncˆ]dˆ ⇐⇒ f[aˆbˆfcˆdˆ] = n[aˆbˆncˆdˆ] . (6.10e)
The curvature tensors can be read off from the results of the previous section by setting
caˆ
ij = 0 and xaˆbˆ = faˆbˆ.
6.2 The dilaton Weyl multiplet
In the superspace setting of [3], the so-called dilaton Weyl multiplet [7–12] is realized as
the Weyl multiplet coupled to an Abelian vector multiplet such that its field strength W
is nowhere vanishing, W 6= 0, and enjoys the equation
H






























W 3 , (6.12)




jk) = 0 . (6.13)
This constraint defines an O(2) multiplet.8 The super-Weyl transformation law of Hij is
δσH
ij = 3σHij . (6.14)













Similar to the rigid supersymmetric case [48], eq. (6.11) originates as the equation of motion
in a Chern-Simons model for the vector multiplet.
In the super-Weyl gauge (6.6), we have the condition
Sij = 0 , (6.16)
in addition to the superfield requirements (6.7).
7 O(2) multiplet compensator
There are several ways to choose the second supergravity compensator. Similar to the
situation in 4D N = 2 supergravity (see, e.g., [50] for a review), one of the most popular
choices is a real O(2) multiplet.9 Within the superspace approach of [18], this multiplet is




jk) = 0 (7.1)
and has the super-Weyl transformation law
δσH
ij = 3σH ij . (7.2)
It is assumed that H ij is nowhere vanishing, H2 := 12H
ijHij > 0. The super-Weyl gauge
freedom may be used to impose the gauge condition





which completely fixes the super-Weyl invariance. Now the analyticity constraint (7.1) and
gauge condition (7.3) tell us that H ij is annihilated by all the spinor covariant derivatives,
DiαˆH
jk = 0 . (7.4)
8In the rigid supersymmetric case, the composite O(2) multiplet (6.12) was introduced in [48].























Hkl = 0, which leads to the
following set of constraints:
Sij = S H ij , (7.5a)




for some scalar superfield S.
7.1 Supersymmetric backgrounds
It is of interest to study those supersymmetric backgrounds which support the curved
superspace geometry just described. All information about such backgrounds can be ex-
tracted from the results derived in sections 4 and 5 provided we take into account the




















where we have introduced the component fields
s := S| , hij := H ij | (7.7)
and used the component relations
sij = s hij , naˆbˆ = −xaˆbˆ , (7.8)








7.2 Supersymmetric backgrounds with eight supercharges
Different maximally supersymmetric backgrounds appear depending on whether the fields
s and/or caˆ
ij are zero or not. In fact, there are three cases: (i) s 6= 0 ; (ii) caˆ
ij 6= s = 0;
and (iii) s = caˆ
ij = 0. They correspond to those worked out in sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3,
respectively. The choice of the real O(2) multiplet compensator requires that we take into
account the additional relations (7.8) and (7.9). It is then straightforward to read off the
curvatures and Weyl tensors from the corresponding ones in section 5.
8 Off-shell supergravity
We turn to an off-shell formulation for 5D minimal supergravity obtained by coupling
the Weyl multiplet to the following compensators: (i) the vector multiplet; and (ii) the
O(2) multiplet. This is the 5D analogue of the off-shell formulation for 4D N = 2 su-
pergravity proposed by de Wit, Philippe and Van Proeyen [54]. Our goal is to elucidate


















As has been discussed above, the super-Weyl gauge freedom may be fixed using one
of the two compensators, either by imposing the condition W = 1 or the alternative one
H = 1. To start with, we do not impose any super-Weyl condition and list those off-shell
relations which turn into non-trivial constraints upon imposing a super-Weyl gauge.
In the case of the vector compensator, the Bianchi identity (6.4) can be interpreted as
an equation that expresses Caˆ
























The relation expresses the torsion superfields Xaˆbˆ in terms of the vector multiplet. In the
super-Weyl gauge W = 1, the relations (8.1) take the form (6.7).












































The first relation completely determines Xaˆbˆ + Naˆbˆ in terms of H
ij . In the super-Weyl
gauge H = 1, the relations (8.2) reduce to (7.5).
8.1 Supersymmetric backgrounds
Looking at the relations (8.1) and (8.2), it appears that the super-Weyl gauge H = 1 is
simpler to deal with. This gauge condition and its implications, worked out in section 7,
will be used in the remainder of this section. We have to analyse the implications of the
supersymmetry invariance of W ,
ξAˆDAˆW = 0 . (8.3)
As before, we are interested in purely bosonic backgrounds, and thus we require
DiαˆW | = 0 . (8.4)






















W | = 0 . (8.5)
This is equivalent to[
yij1+ 2wcaˆ
























where we have introduced the component fields
w :=W | , yij := iDγˆ(iD
j)
γˆ W | . (8.7)
By construction, the scalar w is nowhere vanishing. Eq. (8.6) is the additional condition
on any supersymmetric background, which comes from the vector compensator. The other
conditions are given in subsection 7.1.
8.2 Supersymmetric backgrounds with eight supercharges
In the case of maximally supersymmetric backgrounds, equation (8.6) is solved by
w = const , yij = 0 , caˆ




It should be kept in mind that the two-form f := 12faˆbˆe
aˆebˆ is a U(1) field strength, and
hence it is closed, df = 0.
Since we consider the maximally supersymmetric backgrounds, it follows from eq. (8.4)
that
DiαˆW = 0 =⇒ W = const . (8.9)
The first and second conditions in (8.8) are corollaries of this result. From (8.1a) we also
deduce
Caˆ
ij = 0 . (8.10)
We can now use the results of section 5 to describe maximally supersymmetric back-
grounds in off-shell supergravity. Note that in our case caˆ
ij = 0 and naˆbˆ = −xaˆbˆ.
8.2.1 The case s 6= 0
When the scalar s is nonzero, all conclusions of subsection 7.2 hold. In particular, the
spacetime has AdS5 geometry.
8.2.2 The case s = 0
It remains to consider the case s = 0. Then sij = 0 and caˆ
ij = 0, and the geometry is






dˆeˆxfˆ gˆ . (8.11)
This equation implies that the two-form x is closed, dx = 0, which is consistent with the

















9 Supersymmetric solutions in Poincare´ and anti-de Sitter supergravities
In sections 6 and 7, we studied the restrictions on supersymmetric backgrounds that origi-
nate due to the presence of a single conformal compensator. In section 8 we considered the
off-shell supergravity formulation obtained by coupling the Weyl multiplet to two compen-
sators: (i) the vector multiplet; and (ii) the O(2) multiplet. It was demonstrated that the
presence of a second compensator leads to additional restrictions on supersymmetric back-
grounds. Now we turn to analysing supersymmetric solutions in this supergravity theory,
with or without a cosmological term. Our analysis will be restricted to the case of on-shell
supergravity backgrounds.
It may be shown that the supergravity equations of motion10 are
H −W 3 = 0 , (9.1a)
H
ij + χH ij = 0 , (9.1b)
W+ 3χW = 0 , (9.1c)
with χ the cosmological constant. Here Hij is the composite O(2) multiplet (6.12), and
W is a composite vector multiplet constructed out of the O(2) compensator. The latter is
defined by




























Its super-Weyl transformation law is
δσW = σW . (9.4)
Let us comment on the equations of motion (9.1). The supergravity theory is described
in terms of three interacting multiplets: (i) the Weyl multiplet; (ii) the vector multiplet;
and (iii) the O(2) multiplet. It may be shown that, modulo gauge freedom, the Weyl
multiplet is described by a single unconstrained real prepotential G.11 The equation (9.1a)
is obtained by varying the supergravity action with respect to G. The meaning of (9.1a)
is that the supercurrent of pure supergravity is equal to zero.
In general, given a super-Weyl invariant theory of dynamical (matter) superfields ϕi






10Similar equations of motion occur in 4D N = 2 (gauged) supergravity [56, 57].

















where ∆/∆G denotes a covariantized variational derivative with respect to G. The super-
current turns out to obey the conservation equation12(
Dij + 12iSij
)
T = 0 (9.6)
provided the dynamical superfields obey their equations of motion, δS[ϕ]/δϕi = 0. The
super-Weyl transformation law of T is
δσT = 3σT , (9.7)
which makes the equation (9.6) super-Weyl invariant. It is an instructive exercise to prove
that the left-hand side of (9.1a) obeys the constraint(
Dij + 12iSij
)
(H −W 3) = 0 (9.8)
provided the equations (9.1b) and (9.1c) hold.
The equations of motion (9.1b) and (9.1c) correspond to the vector and O(2) compen-
sators, respectively. The derivation of these equations will be given elsewhere.
Note that we can always choose the super-Weyl gauge (7.3),
H = 1 . (9.9)
As shown in section 7, this gauge condition implies
DiαˆH
jk = 0 , Sij = SH ij , (9.10)
for some scalar superfield S. Due to the equation of motion (9.1a), the field strength W
also becomes constant,
W = 1 . (9.11)





Since W = 1 and H = 1 on the mass shell, it holds that
Caˆ
kl = 0 , Xaˆbˆ = Faˆbˆ = −Naˆbˆ . (9.13)
Due to (7.5c), Hkl is actually covariantly constant,
DAˆH
kl = 0 , (9.14)










































Now the local SU(2) symmetry may be used to choose the corresponding connection in the
form ΦAˆ
kl = ΦAˆH
kl. As a result, the SU(2) group reduces to a U(1) subgroup generated
by J := −iHklJkl. Due to (9.17), we may identify (up to a factor) ΦAˆ with the U(1)
connection VAˆ in (6.1).
For on-shell supergravity under consideration, we are interested in backgrounds that
possess some rigid supersymmetry. Using the gauge conditions described, the Killing spinor




















The Killing spinor equation (9.18) coincides with the one derived in [59]. In the case
of Poincare´ supergravity, χ = 0, it reduces to the Killing spinor equation given in [51]. The
supersymmetric backgrounds for on-shell simple Poincare´ and anti-de Sitter supergravity
theories in five dimensions have been studied in detail in [51] and [59], respectively. There
is no need to repeat here the analysis given there.
In the case of anti-de Sitter supergravity, χ 6= 0, the isovector sij is non-zero, sij =
1
2χh
ij . Then our earlier analysis implies that AdS5 is the only maximally supersymmetric
solution. This agrees with the conclusions of [59].
10 Concluding comments
In this paper we have developed the formalism to construct off-shell supersymmetric
backgrounds within the superspace formulation for 5D conformal supergravity [3]. For
those superspace backgrounds which obey the equations of motion for Poincare´ or anti-
de Sitter supergravity, we have naturally reproduced the supersymmetric solutions con-
structed in [51, 59].
Although we presented a number of supersymmetric backgrounds, a classification of
such semi-Riemannian spaces was not our goal. Given a semi-Riemannian space that admits
at least one rigid supersymmetry, our ultimate aim was to embed it in a curved background
superspace such that its geometry is of the type described in section 2. After that it becomes
trivial to generate rigid supersymmetric theories on this space by making use of the off-
shell supergravity-matter systems presented in [1–3]. In this sense, the curved superspace
approach is much more powerful than the Noether procedure advocated, e.g., in [27].
To illustrate the power of the curved superspace approach at generating rigid super-
symmetric theories, it suffices to consider the example of 5D anti-de Sitter space. Eight

















σ-models in 5D N = 1 AdS superspace formulated in terms of covariant weight-zero polar
hypermultiplets. A year later, the construction of [18] was extended to the case of 4D
N = 2 AdS supersymmetry [20]. However, since the σ-models proposed in [18, 20] made
use of off-shell supermultiplets with infinitely many auxiliary fields, which have never been
dealt with in the framework of superconformal tensor calculus, these theories remained
largely unnoticed. In 2011, two separate developments took place. The most general non-
linear σ-models with 4D N = 2 AdS and 5D N = 1 AdS supersymmetries were constructed
in [21, 22] and [60, 61], respectively, in terms of 4D N = 1 chiral superfields.13 The common
feature of the 4D N = 2 and 5D N = 1 AdS supersymmetries is that the σ-model target
spaces are those hyperka¨hler manifolds which possess a Killing vector field generating an
SO(2) group of rotations on the two-sphere of complex structures.14 Not all hyperka¨hler
manifolds possess such an SO(2) isometry group. This clearly differs from the 4D N = 2 or
5D N = 1 Poincare´ supersymmetries where arbitrary hyperka¨hler manifolds can originate
as target spaces of supersymmetric σ-models [63, 64]. In 2012, ref. [23] established the
one-to-one correspondence between the two types of N = 2 supersymmetric σ-models in
AdS4: the off-shell [20] and the on-shell [21, 22] ones. Similar considerations may be used
to establish a one-to-one correspondence between the N = 1 supersymmetric σ-models in
AdS5 constructed in [18] and [60].
The off-shell supersymmetric σ-models with eight supercharges in AdS4 [20] and
AdS5 [18] are constant-curvature deformations of the family of N = 2 rigid supersym-
metric σ-models in R3,1 introduced in [65] and studied in [66, 67] (see also [48] for the 5D
N = 1 extension).15 The target spaceM of such a nonlinear σ-model was shown in [65–67]
to be an open domain of the zero section of the cotangent bundle T ∗X of a real analytic
Ka¨hler manifold X (the off-shell σ-model action [65] is constructed in terms of the Ka¨hler
potential K(Φ, Φ¯) of X ). Since the target spaces of any 4D N = 2 rigid supersymmetric
σ-models are hyperka¨hler [63], M is a hyperka¨hler manifold, for any real analytic Ka¨hler
manifold X . Thus the superspace construction of [65–67] provided a proof that there exists
a hyperka¨hler structure on an open domain of the zero section of the cotangent bundle T ∗X
of a real analytic Ka¨hler manifold X . This proof is much simpler than the ones given in the
mathematical literature [68–70] and appeared two years earlier than [70].16 For any real
analytic Ka¨hler manifold X , the off-shell σ-model action of [65–67] possesses a U(1) rigid
symmetry, which manifests in a certain U(1) isometry of the hyperka¨hler space T ∗X . This
U(1) isometry acts by scalar multiplication in the fibres and rotates the complex structures.
This U(1) isometry group of T ∗X plays an important role in [68–70].
13The component formulation of the 5D N = 1 supersymmetric σ-models constructed in [60] was given
in [61].
14Such hyperka¨hler manifolds were first described in [62].
15The supersymmetric σ-models introduced in [65] form a special subfamily in the general family of polar
multiplet σ-models pioneered by Lindstro¨m and Rocˇek [16, 17].
16One of the authors of [66] (SMK) was informed about Kaledin’s work [68, 69] only after his talk, which
was given at the 32nd International Symposium Ahrenshoop on the Theory of Elementary Particles (1-5
September 1998, Buckow, Germany) and in which the results of [66] were announced. Ref. [67] is a written

















In the case of maximally supersymmetric backgrounds considered in subsection 5.2, it
is not difficult to construct a family of rigid supersymmetric σ-models as a generalization
of the locally supersymmetric off-shell nonlinear σ-models given in [1–3]. The dynamical
variables of such a theory are a set of interacting covariantly arctic weight-zero multiplets
ΥI and their smile-conjugates Υ˘I¯ , and the dynamics is described by a projective-superspace
Lagrangian of the form
L++ = C++K(Υ, Υ˘) , C++ = Ciju+i u
+
j , (10.1)
where K(ΦI , Φ¯J¯) is the Ka¨hler potential of a real analytic Ka¨hler manifoldM, and u+i are
homogeneous complex coordinates for CP 1. The supersymmetric action constructed from
L++ proves to be invariant under Ka¨hler transformations of the form
K(Υ, Υ˘) → K(Υ, Υ˘) + Λ(Υ) + Λ¯(Υ˘) , (10.2)
with Λ(ΦI) a holomorphic function. It is of interest to understand the target-space geome-
try of such nonlinear σ-models, in particular its dependence on the 5-vector parameter C aˆ
of the curved superspace under consideration.
It appears that only superconformal σ-sigma models can be consistently defined in the
case of those maximally supersymmetric backgrounds in subsection 5.3 that are character-
ized by the condition Xaˆbˆ+Naˆbˆ 6= 0, because the holonomy group of the superspace (5.46)
then includes the R-symmetry group SU(2). However, ifXaˆbˆ+Naˆbˆ = 0, the SU(2) curvature
is identically zero.
In our discussion of 5D supersymmetric backgrounds, the bosonic conditions (4.1) were
postulated. Actually such conditions naturally originate as consistency requirements for
the existence of rigid supersymmetry transformations. Indeed, let T be any bosonic com-
ponent of the superspace torsion and curvature tensors in (2.7), which correspond to a
supersymmetric background. The variation of T under a rigid supersymmetry transforma-
tion must vanish, and hence
0 = ǫαˆi D
i
αˆT | , (10.3)
where we have made use of the conditions K aˆbˆ| = 0, Kij | = 0 and σ[ξ] = 0. For this
to hold, it suffices to require the spinor component DiαˆT | to vanish, D
i
αˆT | = 0. On
the other hand, if we are only interested in those backgrounds that possess conformal
supersymmetries, it is not necessary to impose the bosonic conditions (4.1). To see this, let
us start from a purely bosonic background possessing a conformal supersymmetry and then
introduce a conformally related superspace defined by (3.14). For the latter superspace,
the requirements (4.10) still hold, but some of the conditions K aˆbˆ| = 0, Kij | = 0 and σ| = 0
are no longer true. Moreover, some fermionic components of the superspace torsion and
curvature tensors may be non-zero.
Recently, there have appeared two publications devoted to supersymmetric back-
grounds for 5D N = 1 supergravity with Euclidean signature [71, 72]. Our conformal
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A (Conformal) isometries in curved space
In this appendix we recall how the problem of computing the (conformal) isometries of a
curved spacetime is addressed within the Weyl-invariant formulation for gravity [73]. Our
presentation follows [74].
We start by recalling three known approaches to the description of gravity in d dimen-
sions: (i) metric formulation; (ii) vielbein formulation; and (iii) Weyl-invariant formulation.
In the standard metric approach, the gauge field is a metric tensor gmn(x) = gnm(x) con-
strained to be nonsingular, g := det(gmn) 6= 0. The gauge transformation is
δgmn = ∇mξn +∇nξm , (A.1)
with the gauge parameter ξ = ξm(x)∂m being a vector field generating an infinitesimal
diffeomorphism.
In the vielbein formulation, the gauge field is a vielbein em
a(x) that constitutes a
basis in the tangent space at x, for any spacetime point x, e := det(em
a) 6= 0. The metric
becomes a composite field defined by gmn = em
aen
bηab. The gauge group is now larger than









with the gauge parameters ξa(x) = ξm(x)em
a(x) and Kab(x) = −Kba(x) being completely











Here Mbc = −Mcb denotes the Lorentz generators, ea





bc the torsion-free Lorentz connection.
As is well known, the torsion-free constraint
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with the parameter σ(x) being completely arbitrary. This transformation is induced by
that of the gravitational field
ea
m → eσea


















Most field theories in curved space do not possess Weyl invariance. In particular, the pure










is not invariant under the Weyl transformations (A.5).
Weyl-invariant matter theories are curved-space extensions of ordinary conformally















with R the scalar curvature and λ a coupling constant. The action is Weyl invariant17
provided ϕ transforms as




In the Weyl-invariant formulation for gravity, the gravitational field is described in
terms of two gauge fields. One of them is the vielbein em
a(x) and the other is a conformal
compensator ϕ(x) with the Weyl transformation law (A.9). Unlike the matter model (A.8),
the compensator is constrained to be nowhere vanishing, ϕ 6= 0. The gravity gauge group








+ σ∇a + (∇




(d− 2)σϕ ≡ (δK + δσ)ϕ , (A.10b)
where we have denoted K := ξb∇b +
1
2K
bcMbc. In this approach, any dynamical system is
required to be invariant under the general coordinate, local Lorentz and Weyl transforma-























in which the action turns into (A.7).
A vector field ξ = ξm∂m = ξ
aea, with ea := ea
m∂m, is conformal Killing if there exist






+ σ[ξ]∇a + (∇
bσ[ξ])Mba = 0 . (A.13)
17The Weyl transformation law of R is R→ e2σ
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as well as the conformal Killing equation
∇aξb +∇bξa = 2ηabσ[ξ] . (A.15)
The set of all conformal Killing vector fields of a given spacetime is a finite-dimensional
Lie algebra with respect to the standard Lie bracket for vector fields. It is the conformal
algebra of the spacetime.
Two spacetimes (∇a, ϕ) and (∇˜a, ϕ˜) are said to be conformal if their covariant deriva-











for some ρ. These spacetimes have the same conformal Killing vector fields ξ = ξaea = ξ˜
ae˜a.
The parameters Kcd[ξ˜] and σ[ξ˜] are related to Kcd[ξ] and σ[ξ] as follows:
K[ξ˜] := ξ˜b∇˜b +
1
2
Kcd[ξ˜]Mcd = K[ξ] , (A.17)
σ[ξ˜] = σ[ξ]− ξρ . (A.18)
A vector field ξ = ξm∂m = ξ
aea, with ea := ea
m∂m, is Killing if there exist local






+ σ[ξ]∇a + (∇




(d− 2)σ[ξ]ϕ = 0 . (A.19b)
The set of all conformal Killing vector fields of a given spacetime is a finite-dimensional Lie
algebra. By construction, it is a subalgebra of the conformal algebra of the spacetime. The
Killing equations (A.19) are Weyl invariant in the following sense. Given a conformally
related spacetime (∇˜a, ϕ˜) defined by eq. (A.16), the Killing equations (A.19) have the same




(d− 2)σ[ξ˜]ϕ˜ = 0 . (A.20)
Due to Weyl invariance, we can work with a conformally related spacetime such that
ϕ = 1 . (A.21)






= 0 , σ[ξ] = 0 . (A.22)
This is equivalent to the standard Killing equation

















B Conformal Killing spinors and bilinears
The famous classification of supersymmetric solutions [51, 59] in 5D N = 1 Poincare´ and
anti-de Sitter supergravity theories was based on the use of the algebraic and differential
properties of bilinears constructed from a Killing spinor. In this appendix we study
the properties of such bilinears associated with (conformal) Killing spinors in off-shell
supergravity.















It is straightforward to show that the above bilinears satisfy the following algebraic iden-
tities:










ij = 0 , (B.2c)
εaˆbˆcˆdˆeˆVcˆGdˆeˆ

































Eq. (B.2a) tells us that the five-vector V aˆ is time-like or null.















































































































where Dˆaˆ denotes the covariant derivative (4.15). Eq. (B.5a) is equivalent to the conformal
Killing equation (4.18).
Now let us restrict ǫiαˆ to be a Killing spinor, and hence η
αˆ
























































dˆijV eˆ . (B.6c)





























Relation (B.7) dramatically simplifies if we are dealing with a supersymmetric solution









where sij = 12χh
ij is covariantly constant. In the case of Poincare´ supergravity, χ = 0
and the right-hand side of (B.9) vanishes. Thus the three two-forms Gij := 12Gaˆbˆ
ijeaˆebˆ
are closed,18
dGij = 0 . (B.10)
If the Killing vector V aˆ is time-like, the closed two-forms Gij turn out to define a hyper-
Ka¨hler structure on a 4D submanifold orthogonal to the orbit of V aˆ [51].


















In the case of anti-de Sitter supergravity, χ 6= 0, we may introduce a two-form G :=
sij G
ij . In accordance with (B.9), it is closed,
dG = 0 . (B.11)







bˆF 2 + VaˆV
bˆ) . (B.12)
If the Killing vector V aˆ is time-like, the closed two-form G proves to define a Ka¨hler
structure on a 4D submanifold orthogonal to the orbit of V aˆ [59].
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